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TRAJECTORY CALCULATION OF INDIVIDUAL PARTICLES FROM LDEF IMPACTS; 
F. J. Stadermann, TH Damstlbdt, Hilpertstr. 3 1 (Geb. H): 64295 Darmstadt, Gennany. 

The capture cells from LDEF experiment A0187-2 were designed to determine the number and the chemical 
composition of particles that impacted the surface of the satellite. During routine investigations elliptical 
discolorations of the target material were observed adjacent to impact features. In a method demonstrated here, these 
elliptical feahms are interpreted as results of erosion by atomic oxygen through holes in a cover foil. Based on this 
assumption, it becomes possible to detennine the pre-impact trajectories of individual particles in addition to their 
original chemical composition. What makes this method particularly intriguing is the fact that it was unexpected and 
that the experiment was not specially designed for this kind of investigation. It is the only experiment on LDEF that 
offers this kind of combined trajectory and chemistry information of individual particles. 

irnpactlng partlcb INTRODUCTION. The LDEF experiment 
,AU.P~ coat (1011 A) A0187-2 consisted of germanium target plates and 
-plastic foil (2,s ~ m )  a thin plastic foil, separated by 200 pm (Fig. 1). 
\ Ta coat (1300 A) Impacting particles were partly disrupted and 

decelerated while passing through the foil and 
fragments of the particle were then collected both 

- Ge target on the germanium plate and the back side of the 
foil. The extended impact features found on the 

Elpllre 1: Schematic 4LDEF capture cell experiment A0187-2. plates have typical diameters of 
several hundred p, although the sizes of the 

corresponding projectiles (and of the holes in the foil) are only around 10 pm. Secondary ion mass spectrometry was 
then used to determine the composition of impact deposits and to infer the origin (natural or man-made) of 
individual particles [I]. Several extended impacts are accompanied by elliptical features (discolorations) of unknown 
origin on the target plate [2]. These elliptical features have diameters of around 400 pm and are always directly 
adjacent to or overlapping impact features. Although trays from experiment A0187-2 with identical setups were 
located on various differently oriented LDEF surfaces, the elliptical features are only found on tray E08 on the 
leading edge. On this leading edge tray none of the cover foils survived the extended exposure of the satellite, but at 

the time of the impacts the foils must still have 
LocaUon d been intact. The elliptical features may be 

explained as surface erosion effects by atomic 
oxygen through the impact holes in the foils at a 
time when the latkr were still intact. Based on this 
assumption it is possible to determine (a) the exact 
positions of the impact holes in the foils, (b) the 

Trailing Edge actual distances of the foils from the germanium 
plates, and (c) the trajectories of -individual 
projectiles upon impact. 

GEOMETRIC CONSIDERATIONS. The 
LDEF satellite was exposed to atomic oxygen, 
which hit the surface with a collision energy of 
4-5 eV almost directly from the forward (ram) 
direction. Tray E08 was facing sideways from the 
leading edge at an angle of 30' as shown in Figure 
2. Oxygen atoms entering the capture cell through 
an impact hole from ram direction spread inside in 
the shape of a circular cone (Fig. 3). The vertex of 
this cone corresponds to the hole in the foil, which 

alipse ~xtended impact FeaUre is assumed to be significantly smaller than the 
W r e  2: Schematic of an impact event on tray EM through features on the target plate. The area where this 
the cover foil. The orientation of nay E08 relative to the cone intersects with the surface* i X . 9  where the 
LDEFflight direction is shown in the insert. oxygen atoms collide with the germanium has the 
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shape of an ellipse. The visible discolorations on the 
target show the range of physical or chemical reactions 
between atomic oxygen and germanium. Since all foils 
on the leading edge failed eventually, the entire surface 
(also outside of the ellipses) was subject to atomic 
oxygen at the end of the flight. Therefore the ellipses can 
only be undersmd as temporal features due to the longer 
exposure. 

Mathematically an ellipse in a plane can be 
expressed as a conic section from a circular cone. With 
one additional piece of information - either the direction 
of the axis of the cone or the distance of the vertex from 
the surface - the cone's geometric properties can 
unambiguously be determined. After the location of the 
vertex of the cone (i.e., the location of the penetration 
hole in the foil) has been calculated, the original 
trajectory of the particle before the impact can be 
calculated. For this the approximate location of the 
center of the impact feature has to be determined 
arbitrarily. The assumption that the 'center of gravity' of 

F E 3 :  Schematic of cone-shaped distribution of the visible extended impact feature lies on the 
atomic oxygen inside the capture cell and geometric extrapolated line of original particle trajectory may be a 
interpretation of the elliptical feature as a conic section. good first &r approximation. From this information 

the impact angles a and 19 (as shown in Fig. 4) can be 
calculated. 

CONCLUSIONS. The method demonstrated here appears to be a viable way to determine individual particle 
trajectories from a record stored in the impact and oxygen erosion f e a m s  on germanium targets from LDEF 
experiment A0187-2. It is possible to calculate particle trajectories relative to LDEF and - since LDEF was 
stabilized in its orbit - relative to the Earth. This information is not sufficient to determine individual projectile 
origins in the solar system by simply w i n g  back individual trajectories, because no informalion on the timing of the 
impacts is available. However, it is possible to distinguish between circular and elliptical orbits, and different 
entrance angles into the atmosphere. All this information can then be correlated with the measurements of the 
chemical compositions of the same particles and, thus, lead to a comprehensive understanding of individual particle 
histories. In previous studies [I, 21 the distribution of different extended impact features could not be explained, nor 

could the directions of the impacts be determined from 
the observed features on the germanium. A detailed 
analysis of the impacts with ellipses may lead to a 
better understanding of the extended impact features 
and may make it possible to deduce the approximate 
angle of impact solely from the shape of the impact 
feature. Once this step is reached, the study of 
individual particle trajectories can be extended to all 
impacts on germanium - even on the trailing edge. 
This would lead to the most complete database of 
particle trajectories and chemistry on LDEF. 
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Eiplrre 4: Geometry of impact angles a and 6 from 
projectile trajectory. 
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